FUNDAMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

AND

THE MOST SCIENTIFIC LAW OF KNOWING AND SEEING: THE KEY TO CONSTANT PERFECT CREATIVITY IN ALL PROFESSIONAL FIELDS AND ALL WAYS OF LIFE

A Production of Walter Wilson
I am Walter, Citizen of the Universe, incarnated upon Planet Earth in that part of it known as West Africa, in the country called Nigeria, however now residing in Cotonou, Republic of Benin. It is true that I was born in the year 1989 into the Wilson family, making thereby my full name Walter Wilson, given to the care of two dear parents, according to how Divine Wisdom saw fit! Yet, it is expedient, however infinitely grateful I am to these dear parents, that I precise that One be my Father, even God-The-Father and that One be my Mother, even Nature most represented by Mother Earth due to the fact of my being born into Her Care. Oh Mother Earth how infinitely grateful I am to You for your supporting and nourishing us all!

Necessity is what impelled me to produce this work so diligently constructed, investing so much effort in the process. This Life as a Fundamental Philosopher, as I so call myself, is a personal appellation that in no manner I intended to publicly acclaim to the world. It is just my way of Life! It is one of the fundamental auxiliaries of this fundamental philosophy of mine that has made it a Duty, unwise to avoid carrying out, to me, that I share with you this life pattern of Walter that in it you may follow how this fundamental auxiliary came to be. It is a law, perceived by me at a certain stage of my Adventure as a Fundamental Philosopher, and formulated as I called it “The Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing: The Key to Constant Perfect Creativity in All Professional Fields and All Ways of Life in General”

It is the recognition of the infinity of awesome things achievable through this Law, especially of paramount interest in the field of science and technology, for all individuals, that has brought me after several months of having cognized it, under strong impulsion, to commit myself to writing in order to make this knowledge available to all those to whom it may greatly serve, bringing immense joy and deep happiness to themselves and to mankind in general.

Behold, I have hence committed to writing you about me and my life pattern in general.
Let it suffice to be known that the Path I walk is One initially embarked upon little after the demise of my father-parent while I was 15. At that moment I perceived that the only ideal for me would be to focus now enormously on my True Father and make my life a full devotion to Him. First, I understood that it was necessary that I knew as much as possible about Him, and this I began by 16 years old, by diving deeply into the study of Christianity, the religion into which I was born. Remaining true to my purpose, Father has guided me all through to where I stand today on this Bridge leading fully to Him, and yet it remains a long deal to cross over to His Side! Several years I spent developing Infinite Love according to the Path-Line to Father, suggested by Jesus “Love the Lord Your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your strength...” and “Love your neighbor as you love yourself”. And they paid! They prepared me and helped my ascending higher, well beyond the spheres of Common Christianity, further closer to Father!

And now, I begin!

---

Today, Necessity is what impels me to make a contribution of a philosophical order; a contribution I have delayed for so long but now has to be carried out for compelling reasons. If only it proves useful to one person, I am therewith content whether theoretically or/and practically. And yet, this one can open the doors to many!

As I have said earlier, I am Walter. I consider myself a free thinker and would say of myself a Fundamental Philosopher as I call my Path. I would, attempting to define this expression of mine, say that, by these terms, I fore mostly consider myself a Philosopher as I consider all other human beings capable of reasoning. This for the cause that, for me, Philosophy is all about seeking knowledge from which wisdom is derived in great part; knowledge about everything, totally everything, on the basis of Necessity! And therefore, seeing that the quest of knowledge is a Necessity, it follows most logically that the quest of knowledge is a Duty, and we would most admit that this fact is proven to us by
ourselves. It is truly so because we are always in the quest of knowledge about one thing or the other that we judge necessary to know at one particular moment or another.

Pardon me if I seem to digress! You will clearly understand later on that it was no digression!

I will therefore halt here and move to presenting what I call Fundamental Philosophy, having expressed most briefly my opinion concerning “Philosophy” and how I consider all Philosophers whether they so be consciously or unconsciously!

It is quite certain that many upon reading these words “Fundamental Philosopher” at the beginning would have formed their opinion about them before knowing clearly what I mean by them.

This is good, now you would know what I mean by them as my explanations follow!

By “Fundamental Philosopher”, I mean one who being a Philosopher (one who be at the quest of all knowledge, which is Duty born out of Necessity as I showed above), recognizes at the outset of his deeply conscious quest or early in its course, that if he were indeed to attain full knowledge, several billion years of mundane existence would elapse without yielding him nothing but infinitesimal knowledge seeing that he has no conscious idea of all that is to be known, and even more in their full details.

He then takes his sit and strategically reflects following the ensuing pattern: “Surely I am bent on attaining full knowledge which I recognize as Duty born of Necessity! Surely, many are the Paths of cognition available, each one having its own peculiar feature to the other! Focusing on my Innermost Purpose of attaining Full Knowledge, that firm Wisdom be born through which I may live manifesting True Love, it appears of utmost wisdom that I choose One Best Way from all available Paths! Yet this One Best Way must be detectable on the basis of one or more factors that will serve me as criteria for defining their individual comparative advantage to each other. Firstly, this Path must surely lead to Full Cognition (or Attainment of Full Knowledge); secondly, it
must be time efficient seeing I have a limited life span according to our mundane conception.

Hmm, all appears clearly now, I see beyond all doubts my decisive factors of selection. On the grounds of these, I will most surely detect which from all these Paths is the Ultimate Shortcut, the One Best Way! Academic Education? Religious Education? Spiritual Education? The sum of all these? Interesting, let's go about these!

First, Academic Education! Yeah, it is of great value due to its utilities, yet does it ultimately lead to all knowledge? Obviously not! For those in charge of transmitting academic knowledge themselves do not possess all knowledge! This alone is sufficient to discard this Path as the Ultimate Shortcut!

Now, Religious Education! No doubts, much is learnt here about conduct towards God and fellow beings (Nature included)! Yet that would be if all forms of religion were sound in this manner! Sadly, this is not so. Religions with their doctrines and dogmas and Teachers and Saints, do they lead to full knowledge? Judging by facts, no! For many of these religions and religious leaders prove out of their own acts their great ignorance! No, sadly, Religious Education, although tending to lead more to Full Knowledge than Academic Education, fails to show proof of being the Ultimate Shortcut!

Spiritual Education! Yeah, very appealing, indeed more religious than all religions as they are purely exoteric in nature (these religions). Whereas Spiritual Education is not only exoteric but deeply esoteric in nature also. Yeah, very appealing! Hmm, yet Spiritual Education and all its multiple schools face the same fate as Religious Education and Academic Education! It is clearly manifest while considering the entire block of spiritual schools as a whole, that one should pay most careful attention to them, for they contradict themselves in their teachings, they breed sects of divers nature, although each boasts of its capacity of leading to Full Cognition! It is however noteworthy that of these many spiritual schools, there must surely be some (even if only one!) truly capable of leading to Full Cognition! This implies therefore that one studies carefully, on the basis of one’s reasoning abilities, each of these schools, so numerous in
number until finding one that one judges worthy of risking to believe in its ultimate
capacity of leading to the purported goal. Such an undertaking will greatly probably
consume much effort and time especially! And risks are to be taken, the risks of a
seemingly right choice in the beginning that only proves itself false later on after much
self-investment!

I perceive from all these reflections on Spiritual Education that, due to the risks
forcibly incurred, it is most logical to assert that this also is not the Ultimate Shortcut!
This is so, although this Path is of more propensity in leading to Full Cognition than both
the Academic and Religious Paths put together.

Lastly, the Sum of all these Paths of Education! It follows from all reflections
upon these Paths of Education, that if these individually are not worthy of full trust as to
really and efficiently leading to Full Cognition, and taking into account that none of
these has proven to be the Ultimate Shortcut, then it is obvious that their Sum can in no
wise prove to be the Ultimate Shortcut; it would give everything else but Full Cognition!

Hence, the Ultimate Shortcut is yet to be detected!

Come on, thinking about it, I am a Theist, believing in the existence of One God,
Creator and Father of All Things, and this beyond doubts!

Yeah, I perceive verily the Ultimate Shortcut, the One Best Way! This Ultimate
Shortcut has to be that Leading Undoubtedly to God, the One True Reality in Whose
abilities I have no doubts! In all Truth, this is it! If God is the Father, Creator of All
Things, it is most logical to affirm that in Him is the Knowledge of All Things in their
minutest details! What an obvious fact, no rational counter-argument!

Religion teaches, even as keen observation of events does, that he who seeks finds,
in as much as he is diligent in his seeking! This I simply know to be true by simple
reasoning.
This means in all simplicity, that the Ultimate Shortcut, the One Best Way, is that consisting in undertaking a personal Quest focused on Seeking God; to find God in the most literal meaning of the expression “to find God”.

Having found God at the end of this Quest of Him, implies several consequences among which that of attaining Full Cognition, Universal Knowledge in all details, which unlocks Full and True Wisdom, all these being purely intuitive in nature. Without asking questions, knowing all answers!

If I therefore focus my attention on the Quest of God, with full diligence, making proof of as much constancy in my efforts of concentrating sincerely on Him, surely, according to the Law I believe fully True, “Seek...Find”, He will guide me Himself unto Him, creating gradually a Path from me to Him, progressively outlining it to me!

Yet I do not see God! Hence, I’ll have to make all efforts to perceive Him. But how do I know if my perception is true? It will depend on the quality of my efforts! Wow!

The quality of my efforts depend, among many other significant factors, on the quality of my “Open-mindedness” (united with most critical sound reflective abilities) and that of my love which must be “self-less” and “caring”.

So if I am to be successful in this Quest of God, knowing God to be Infinite Love, seeing He is the Father of All Things, all His Creation, then it is imperative that I commence this Most Beautiful Adventure having open-mindedness yet coupled with genuine critical analysis of everything I meet on this Path (especially manifold kinds of knowledge), infinite love towards God, Father of All and towards All (All implying all His Creation) and above all ever increasing aspiration towards Him with boisterous force as a wind blowing at the height of its strength overcoming all resistance, Infinite Aspiration that will draw me to Him most magnetically!

Ah yeah, this is the Ideal Path, the Ultimate Shortcut! He will lead me, bring to me all I need to know to succeed in attaining Him in His Abode. He will bring me indeed to know all I need to know to succeed whether it be Spiritual Knowledge, Religious
Knowledge, Academic Knowledge or purely self-acquired Knowledge drawn from personal reasoning following His insights ever present!

How much I succeed will depend on me, principally!”

Behold therefore Fundamental Philosophy! Going on the Quest of the One Fundamental Reality: God! And consequently from this, attaining all knowledge whatsoever. Having accomplished this, no longer is the Fundamental Philosopher to be called a Fundamental Philosopher nor a Philosopher, but rather a Divine Sage, all knowing! What is to be known when all is already known? Philosophy is all about asking questions and therefore becomes extinct when no question can no longer be asked, simply because ALL IS KNOWN!

Most briefly, behold me Walter, yet a Fundamental Philosopher, well progressing on this Path, however conscious that the end is yet to be reached. How distant from the goal, little sure in full details, yet most certain that in this life time will it be attained, as soon as possible. I have to remain constant and consistent in my efforts while gathering momentum to move further closer!

On the verge of closing this brief philosophical presentation, seemingly lengthy, it is necessary to pass on a few more things.

1- At a certain point of his Adventure as a Fundamental Philosopher, God, that I by preference call “Father”, the Fundamental Philosopher is brought by Him one way or the other to knowledge about the “TRUTH”. That same Truth that Jesus spoke about saying “You will know the Truth and the Truth will set you free!””. This TRUTH is non-else but what I call the “Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy”, that delivers from Ignorance; ignorance about God, Man, Nature, Existence,… the Universe and all its Laws.

2- Once this Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy is known and acknowledged as being the “Truth” in “Itself”, one comes to define one’s life purposes as follows (ideally!) while gradually conforming one’s life to It (the Truth) : Get to Father’s Abode
as soon as possible (01) and Contribute as much as possible to the Welfare of all brethren be they human, fauna, flora, manifest and non-manifest in this World of Matter (02).

3- The Fundamental Philosopher, having known the Truth, possessing hence the Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy, upon gradually conforming all his life to It becomes a Spiritual Warrior at the same time remaining a Fundamental Philosopher. A true Spiritual Warrior, because he is a Warrior as all true Warriors, is one engaged in a War of many Battles, giving all of himself to it for the sake of Infinite Love for those he strives to defend out of recognized Service. The Nature of the Spiritual Warrior is to, out of Infinite Love for God and all his brethren (all Creation), mobilize all his efforts in attaining the Purpose of Fundamental Philosophy for the sake of, primarily, Infinite Loving Service to All. His War is that of battling with all his imperfections (Ethical Imperfections: all that is contrary to Divine Love) and succeed in eliminating them. Each Imperfection is a Battle Ground, and obviously many Battles are engaged at once. The War is over after all Battles are won! Coming out Victorious in the War signifies the End of the Adventure of the Fundamental Philosopher, and then commences his Adventure as a Divine Sage!

For the sake of Infinite Loving Service to all his brethren, Service of the utmost quality, the Fundamental Philosopher - Spiritual Warrior goes to War against himself, his own “Self”. Having attained full Victory, becoming Perfect Love, which is the Principal Quality of God, he Perfectly arouses his True Nature and it becomes his New Conscious Nature!

4- During the course of my Adventure as a Fundamental Philosopher, which I still am, and having come to knowledge about the Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy and further conforming myself to It, I developed out of Necessity, from personal profound reflection coupled with Natural common sense, the following philosophical auxiliaries to Fundamental Philosophy (more could be added as the Adventure carries on and the order of their listing here may not be duly followed in this work):
- The Opportunistic Philosophy;
- Life by the Second;
- Simple Body, Simple Soul; Complex Body, Complex Soul;
- On Attaining Strategic Mastery over the Mind
- Of the Necessity of the Non Consumption of Flesh;
- Strategic Infinite Love, Infinite Gratefulness to Dear Brethren Lucifer, Prince of the Evil Brethren;
- The Tree of Knowledge;
- The Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing: The Key to Constant Perfect Creativity in All Professional Fields and All Ways of Life;
- The Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy (this, only the expression did I formulate, not the content itself)

I will abstain from going deeply into any of them save that which compelling impulsion brings me to write you. As for the rest I will only expound them in greater details when interest is manifested towards them! Nevertheless, a brief description of them will be given in Annex 1.

As for further details concerning me, I believe my introduction sufficient. For the meanwhile, what I have to say is what is of more importance. However, if further details are required concerning me, I’ll gladly furnish them.

Understand that Infinite Love and Care for the Welfare of my brethren is the motive of this act of mine!

I repeat, if through this contribution of mine, anyone attains a greater estate of happiness, it is sufficient for me!
I clearly outline to all, and you in particular, my friend, that I have only sought to share personal knowledge, thus free are you to do with it as you will!

Before plunging into that which particularly brings me to you, I will close this long introduction with the following words of the Buddha: “Believe nothing of the authority of priests, believe not because having been recounted the story of some Saint. Believe only in that which after deep reflection satisfies your reasoning; this only should you accept as True and then conform your life to”.

---------------------------------************************
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PRESENTATION OF THE MOST SCIENTIFIC LAW OF KNOWING AND SEEING: THE KEY TO CONSTANT PERFECT CREATIVITY IN ALL PROFESSIONAL FIELDS AND ALL WAYS OF LIFE
This is my most recent conception, and that which brings me to you! It is a philosophical key to constantly perfect creativity in all professional fields in particular. Its potential is of paramount amazement in the technological fields of science. Yet it will work perfectly in all fields!

In expounding this Most Scientific Law to you, it is of good sense to proceed as follows:

- Clarification of a few things very important to comprehend;
- Due presentation of this Most Scientific Law;
- The Creative Method.

Let’s begin according to our pattern!

**CLARIFICATION OF A FEW THINGS VERY IMPORTANT TO COMPREHEND**

I must, at the outset of this task I have taken upon myself, let you know that the Truth is ever the same, always present and unchanging! True Knowledge is everywhere present, hoping only that we keenly pay attention to Her (yes, I call True Knowledge a Her!).

What I present through this Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing, is but one other form of presenting True Knowledge according to my way of perceiving Her. Also, I should note that the terms ‘Knowing’ and ‘Seeing’ were borrowed from Don Juan Mats (a Divine Teacher, Teacher of Carlos Castaneda whose apprenticeship under Him was recounted in his book, ‘Tales of Power’ by Carlos Castaneda) although their connotation here is nearly totally different!

This being said, let me proceed!
Now there are a certain things I must clearly set forth here, that I’ll strive to explain in a way that anyone having enough Natural common sense can fully understand!

- “God created man in His own Image”

These words are well known to many of us. They are from the first chapters of the Book of Genesis. We are going to make a few deductions from this simple statement (which is True) on a most logical basis!

- **Logical Deduction 1 (LD1):** If God created man in His own Image, and we know God is SPIRIT, it follows that this similitude is not of a physical nature but a spiritual one.

- **LD2:** It also follows that since man is created in the Image of God, then we ought to see God when looking upon man in the course of all his acts in this world. This is not so! How many men have we encountered and have felt ourselves as being in the presence of God?

- **LD3:** We can infer, with full factual understanding, that although obvious that man bears in Him the Image of God, he is no God in reality but only so potentially!

- **LD4:** That man is yet to be the Man that God created in His own Image, therefore man should be on the way to becoming Man!

- **LD5:** That although man is yet to be Man, he bears somewhere in him the Fullness of the Reality of God laying there dormant, awaiting recognition and awakening!

- **LD6:** That were man not in the Image of God, he would have no Life in him, for it is this Image of God in him that is the Source of his Life.

- **LD7:** That if man bears in him the Image of God, this Image forcibly being according to the Very Nature of God, then in man is the Knowledge about everything God is and therefore the Knowledge concerning everything about His Creation (the
Universe and All that is in It both manifest and non-manifest and all Its Laws, the so-called Laws of Nature)

Behold that which is necessary to be understood before venturing further!

Talking about the Book of Genesis entices me to share with you one logical proof of why one must extend the application of deep logical reasoning to axiomatical-dogmatic religious beliefs!

Pardon this skidding off subject from me, that I may share this example with you!

The Genesis says that God created Adam and Eve, that they were the first of the human race. Ok! It later continues and says that Adam and Eve had two children, Cain and Abel. Cain killed Abel out of jealousy. Then God, as punishment for Cain pronounced “…A fugitive and a vagabond shall you be on the Earth!” (Genesis 4:12). It follows on “And Cain said to the Lord, my punishment is greater than I can bear! Surely You have driven me this day from the face of the Ground; I shall be hidden from Your Face; I shall be a vagabond and a fugitive on the Earth AND IT WILL HAPPEN THAT ANYONE WHO FINDS ME WILL KILL ME. And the Lord said, Therefore WHOEVER KILLS CAIN, VENGEANCE SHALL BE TAKEN ON HIM SEVENFOLD. And the Lord put a mark on Cain lest ANYONE FINDING HIM SHOULD KILL HIM. Then Cain went out from the Face of the Lord and DWELT IN THE LAND OF NOD IN THE EAST OF EDEN. And Cain knew his wife and she conceived and bore Enoch. And he built a city and called the name of the city after the name of his son Enoch” (Gen 4: 13-17).

This is where we have to show proof of free thinking on most logical reasoning, by pondering over the following matters: If Adam and Eve were the first human beings, Cain and Abel their only children before the death of Abel and banishment of Cain, Abel dying without having wife nor posterity, therefore leaving Cain alone, then who is that ANYONE that Cain fears might kill him? Where did his wife come from? Who established the land of Nod? And does this Nod not seem like the name of someone?
It becomes clearly obvious that there is something fishy, so apparently fishy in these facts of these biblical passages, that we usually overlook! This supposes, following strictly the logic of these passages that have been outlined that Adam and Eve could not have been the first human creatures. This proves that religious biblical beliefs even in their very genesis bear proof of their own falsity, although not all can be false! Where so-called “Truths” contradict Natural common sense and reasoning, there should be no beliefs in such “Truths”! And I must remind that although Every True Knowledge is perfectly Logical, yet all things Logical are not forcibly True!

There are many other such logical scanning of Bible passages and events that I have perceived to be very fishy and unsound!

I have wandered much, let’s get back to our topic!

I was outlining necessary things to clearly understand before duly expounding this Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing!

Just two more things to say, then we move to the next phase!

- We must fully understand on the grounds of most Natural common sense and hence accept, because understood, that ALL EVENTS, ALL EVENTS WHATSOEVER, TAKE PLACE ACCORDING TO MOST PERFECTLY SCIENTIFIC NATURAL LAWS. THUS, BEHIND EVERY EVENT IS A MOST SCIENTIFIC NATURAL LAW OR LAWS, PERFECTLY SCIENTIFIC IN ACTION.

There is no such thing in reality as HAZARD, NO MAGIC, NO MIRACLE, NO SUPERNATURAL! There are only PERFECTLY SCIENTIFIC NATURAL LAWS!

Were I to define the general pattern of formulation of ALL THESE LAWS, I’d give the following:

“IF… (so and so conditions are met), then (THIS/THOSE actions are automatically carried out), otherwise (THIS/THOSE actions are to be automatically carried out)”
It is compulsory out of Natural common sense and therefore common wisdom that one should EXPECT nothing from men, seeing how unstable and imperfect they are in harmony with their nature which is contrary to their True Nature. It is ideal and Best to Trust only in God, Who is Perfect in all manners and for this reason worthy of our daring to nourish EXPECTATIONS from Him although in a most infinitely humble, sincere and loving approach.

I therefore am in perfect accord with the Great Sage Solomon, when in the book of Proverbs (4 verses 5 and 6), he advises to “Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him and He will direct your paths. Be not wise in your own eyes, fear the Lord (I prefer, Love the Lord) and depart from evil (I prefer, Cling to Good)’’.

If the quality of one’s Expectation is to be highest and perfect, then isn’t it wise that one’s trust be in someone Highest and Perfect, viz, GOD!

You should HOPE things from men, never EXPECT! We all have our free-will, that we are yet to wisely use, due to our lack of Perfect Knowledge concerning Natural Laws that govern everything, and Perfect Love also!

So are the things necessary to clarify, for the meanwhile!

DUE PRESENTATION OF THE MOST SCIENTIFIC LAW OF KNOWING AND SEEING: THE KEY TO CONSTANT PERFECT CREATIVITY IN ALL PROFESSIONAL FIELDS AND ALL WAYS OF LIFE

For quick reference purpose, let’s just say “The Law of Knowing and Seeing”.

Hmm, The Law of Knowing and Seeing! I am infinitely grateful to You Father, for how remaining focused on You, has brought me to full perception, in my own manner, of this Most Scientific Law, that open the Doors of Infinite Perfect Creativity to me and now to my brethren through this knowledge I share with them to do with as they see fit! I am only informing, passing on information, obliging no one to accept it. As for
mere critics, I only hope they ponder thoroughly about its infinite import as to their attaining greater and ever increasing happiness!

What I do, I do for the sake of those humble ones who seek to attain greater estates having their hearts full of Love for Father (God) and His Creation (our human brethren in particular).

What the Law of Knowing and Seeing purports is as follows: man bearing in him, somewhere deep in the extreme depths of his unconscious, the Image of God (which is conform to the Full Image of God), knows all things but unconsciously! His Conscious Memory is void of the Knowledge of All Things! He will therefore never consciously know all things until he becomes the Man that God created in His Own Image. Therefore until he becomes a True Man, a Divine Sage, having attained the end of the quest of the Fundamental Philosopher, he can only know things in part, never the whole!

However, there is a Way he can Perfectly bring to himself (to conscious memory) that which he deems necessary to know of all that he is unconscious he knows!

I define “Knowing” as the fact of being firmly conscious that “I know that I know all, even though I be unconscious of all that I know I know”. On the basis of such conviction based on knowledge about this fact clearly understood, it is possible to bring to oneself exactly that which one aspires to know of all that is unconsciously known! Having known that which I strongly aspired to know, I simply carry it out in full perfection, never having to upgrade it in any manner. If it be an invention, it will be perfect right from the start and forever so until I want another invention!

By strongly focusing one’s attention, one’s mind, on that which one aspires to know, with all of one’s strength, focusing all one’s inner strength and will-power on this purpose, in an ever constant (at least) conscious manner, at a certain stage of this process of focused concentration, great momentum (by this term, I mean, condensed mobile energy) is gathered. This momentum residing first in the conscious mind (or plane or self) of the individual, starts moving this great aspiration towards its object located in the innermost depths of the unconscious mind of the subject (the individual). First, it
descends to the subconscious plane where it tends to direct the conscious mind of the
subject in regards with his purpose insomuch that his thoughts, words and acts show deep
synchronicity with that he is becoming (a possessor of something he so diligently exerts
himself for). The individual should remain constant in his efforts on the conscious plane,
ideally gathering ever increasing momentum due to increased focused concentration. This
increase is duly added to that of the traveling momentum in the subconscious plane, and
automatically increases thereby the velocity at which this momentum is moving towards
this Source of All Knowledge in the innermost depths of the unconscious plane of the
subject. Therefore, the individual has to remain ever fully focused and increasingly until
it becomes a habit for him, of course towards the object of his so focused diligent
concentration.

Then will arrive the expected moment (of whose timing it is difficult to foretell)
when the traveling momentum will go beyond the boundary of the subconscious plane,
thereby penetrating the unconscious plane pursuing further its course towards its
innermost depths where this knowledge about the object of its Voyage is located.

It will surely arrive there, and upon arriving there, will access extremely quickly
into the Universal Library comprised in that portion where dwells very dormant the afore
called “Image of God”, arousing it from sleep for an infinitesimal period of time which
the subject will have no conscious knowledge of! Having found in this Universal Library,
that Book containing the so diligently sought after knowledge, will awaken this
knowledge in the conscious memory (conscious plane) of the individual by transporting it
at such a speed that it merely takes an infinitesimal fraction of seconds journey. This
knowledge transported to the conscious plane of the subject is projected on a mental
screen, his mental screen, before him! Then bang! He knows, he just knows what he
wanted to know; knowing that he already knew it but was unconscious of it! He will call
it inspiration, as we generally do! I prefer calling it “Intuitive Recollection”!

Behold, it has been brought to conscious memory that which was most deeply
located in the Unconscious Memory!
It is from this point that “Seeing” seriously comes in! By this term, I mean that which one perceives clearly on the mental screen, which indeed is the True Reality, although yet to be manifest. It is on this mental screen that the individual sees that which came from the Unconscious Innermost Depths, having been worked upon by the brain (in its intellectual aspect), translated on this screen in words and/or graphics (whatever form) perfectly simply understandable by the subject. He also, therefore, just has to simply carry out that which he sees on this Instruction Manual projected before him. He will see his object, so diligently labored for take manifest form!

This is The Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing! It applies to all professional fields and ways of life and is of most amazing potential in the purely scientific field of inventions! Every invention brought about this way is Perfect, resulting from no fatidic carrying out of experiments after experiments, that, could be going on during a whole lifetime without attaining that sought. It is Perfect because not the result of man as he is (imperfect, full of so many divers scientific knowledge that he falls prey to them, becoming their slave, unable to think on his own without trying to attach his endeavor to some scientific theory (or discoveries) or the other founded by some scientist’s research) but that of the Image of God in man that has the Full User’s Manual of the Universe and Its Laws!

With this Law, you needn’t have any scientific knowledge, nor even be of the scientific professional field and yet produce the next world’s leading technology in a particular scientific field! You could be an artist, a barber, a cleaner, a pilot, a driver, a 10th grade student, a fashion designer… and yet come to know eminent success in any professional field of your choice!

I remind, though seeming discussing more about the field of science, that this Law applies to all professional fields, all ways of life, inasmuch as knowledge is what you seek!

Imagine what you can achieve, run wild in your imagination!
And now allow that I show you how, through sharing the following creative method I conceived of, with you. For I must say that it is only by duly following the pattern of this method, that you will know success in very little time. You will know perfect success, otherwise you have failed!

Talking about time, we should note that it is the timing of the “Journey To” that is most difficult to predetermine because based on the strength of one’s will power in great part, dependent upon the quantity and mostly the quality of the subject’s efforts! The “Journey Fro” is practically automatically instantaneous. It is man that considers the timing according to our mundane conception of time dividing it into seconds, minutes, hours, etc. In that Part of the Innermost Depths of the unconscious plane, where dwells the Image of God, the notion of time is perfectly different from ours!

**THE CREATIVE METHOD**

This Creative Method, I developed, while seriously reflecting upon the quickest way to carry out this Law I had conceived. This process is in full harmony and will be natural to the Fundamental Philosopher walking his Path totally focused on God on the basis of infinite Love for Him and His Creation!

Hence follow the divers stages of this Method!

**Stage 1**

Always remain in a state of infinite Love towards God (and obviously His Creation), being filled with infinite Gratefulness towards Him.

**Stage 2**

Formulate precisely the purpose of one’s application of this Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing.
Stage 3

Be fully open-minded, focus one’s attention towards one’s end, while addressing God, Father as follows:

“Father, I am infinitely grateful to You for this knowledge that I seek and am convinced of its existence in my innermost unconscious self which is the Abode of Your Image in Me. I really wonder what this knowledge might be!”

While saying the last sentence of the above, one should make sure to avoid paying attention to all various suggestions that appear in the mind! You should avoid falling into the trap of ceaselessly thinking about possibilities and simply say them in a state of Void Contemplation, say the words without thinking about them!

By simply voidly wondering about what this knowledge could be, the Voyage towards Intuitive Recollection of this knowledge has begun!

Then one should follow by constantly applying the following formula:

“Father I thank You for … (state the purpose of this sought after knowledge) in particular and for everything! I am infinitely grateful to You!”

Numerous shall be the thoughts that will reach your mind: doubts about the reality of this Law, fears of failure, divers possible ways of carrying out your purpose (and one would observe that these possibilities are products of the reproductive imagination or synthetic imagination), …

It is at this point that the subject is to strive to just observe these mental obstacles that arise, while refusing to focus on them, reciting heart fully the given above formula and add to it “Father, I wonder what this knowledge could be!” remaining in a state of open-mindedness and yet avoiding to think about possibilities, be grounded in infinite Love. Your quest is not that of possibilities, remember!!!
By applying these formulas, one tends strongly to draw strength from God-Father by so uttering His Name, in a state of infinite Love, peace of mind, inner calm as intense as possible. This unleashes a further greater Magnetic Attraction that draws the traveling Momentum closer and closer, most rapidly to the Seat of the Image of God located where we know already, thereby accelerating its velocity!

Remain steadfast, expect, do not hope: hope is imperfect and exercises attraction lower in quality than that of expectation!

You seek ONE KNOWLEDGE, pay no attention to the diversity of possibilities that reach your mind, for although some may be true, their result will be imperfect! It is my dear brethren, scientists, in general, that are bent on seeking possibilities which lead from experiment to experiment! You, avoid wearying your poor selves in this fatidic process that may be ever-recurrent, seeing that it bears risks of never bringing to accomplishment and even less of perfect accomplishment! Weary not yourselves, scientific researchers, in overloading your brains with vast amount of scientific knowledge. Although good for self-culture, it only hampers if not carefully dealt with on the path of successfully applying this Most Scientific Law!

Behold how scientists, my brethren have fallen prey to their own scientific erudition! They can hardly undertake a research without founding it to a certain extent on Newton or Einstein or Edison or whoever else, as if their discoveries and theories were exempt of errors, yet it is obvious that these of themselves prove their own imperfections. True Scientific Knowledge can never be contradicted logically nor upgraded because it will always prove its Perfection in practice (particularly) whether it were applied in 5000 BC or AD 5000, it transcends time!

I so have need to heed us that we avoid falling into slavery to our knowledge. It happens subtly and is very demanding in effort to do away it!

For instance, Einstein said “This” about “That”! Very good, if you wish, look into Einstein’s opinion about “That” he researched about, then go on your own quest about the same “That” accepting the “This” as his opinion however empirical it is, applying this
Most Scientific Law and you will come to know the “True This” about the “That” of Einstein. It is possible that this “This” that has come to you as Intuitive Recollection will partly or fully confirm the “This” about “That” of Einstein!

Stage 4

Here is the “Grand Moment”, after all of the subject’s efforts toward the object of his quest have been judged worthy of reaching the Image of God in him that dwells in the innermost depths of his unconscious plane!

Right from the beginning, you have strikingly refused to entertain focusing upon possibilities arriving to the mind from various sources and have concentrated your focus solely on that One Thing that comes from the innermost within, on the basis of Infinite Love and steadfast inner calm, thereby drawing closer to God-Father!

You must have at some time or times in your life experienced the following state of “I just know this is what I have to do, I don’t know how nor why! I just feel this is what I have to do!”. This might be true as it may also turn wrong. Yes, it may have turned out false, yet it is a feeling, a strong feeling; false because not all feelings are Intuitive Recollections and are thus not all Genuine to the Image of God in you!

This time, you will not feel but SENSE INTUITIVELY very Vehemently yet Softly and Calmly that “This is It”. This knowledge, so diligently labored for will seize your whole being in so much that the mind, for a very short while, will seem to be off, shutting out all other thoughts! It will refuse access to contrary ideas but will cease this effect later on, seemingly resuming its habitual functional pattern. This Intuitive Recollection or Inspiration as we usually call it, will show you that there is no complex knowledge, that all knowledge is simple, extremely simple not only to perceive but also to carry out! It is we, men, that create complexities for ourselves due to our “unintelligent” efforts based on Ignorance (usually self-imposed and self-nurtured) and yet we think ourselves “great knowers”. The story of Socrates should have thought us humility, bringing us to proclaim like him that all we know is that we know naught! As long as consciously, we remain unconscious of all that “Is”, we are no knowers but ever
seekers! Consciously, we remain infinitesimal petty knowers, and if we be true to ourselves, facing the infinity of that that is to be known (consciously), we be no knowers at all!

-----------------------------------------------

So much said, yet very much could be said in addition! I have accomplished the purpose so strongly suggested, that it was only in setting myself to getting it down on paper and now typed, that I gradually recover full inner calm!

I have said that which has to be said! Many others that have been kept silent are those necessary to be kept silent, for the present moment!

You will observe that my focused effort here has been to provoke conviction based on knowledge rather than conviction based on faith, belief! I prefer understanding of knowledge to faith. With faith, the process is unknown! With explained knowledge the process is known and well understood, making faith unnecessary. With faith, we must talk in terms of hope! With knowledge (understood), we speak in terms of expectation.

You must have now understood why I made so much endeavor in explaining this Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing and my life Path as a Fundamental Philosopher as clearly and precisely as I could! Pardon me if in places, I have seemed obscure! It is mostly because not all should be clearly explicit, things should remain implicit that only those reasoning ones might perceive by paying diligent attention.

During the course of my Adventure (which is still in course) and well before Father brought me to know the Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy, He made me come to know of various kinds of knowledge, among which “The Secret” by Rhonda Byrne and her team. I admit ‘The Secret’ is deeply inspiring and is a work of Love to be deeply encouraged, bound to influence several souls bringing them bliss and happiness!

The One principal lesson to be inferred from this very inspiring work of theirs, is that FAITH IS SCIENTIFIC, NOT RELIGIOUS! THE LAW OF ATTRACTION WILL
WORK BOTH FOR THE PIOUS AND THE NON-PIOUS (FROM THE RELIGIOUS VIEW POINT) INASMUCH AS STEADFASTNESS IN BELIEF IS AT LEAST CONSTANT TILL ACHIEVEMENT OF THAT WHICH ONE SEEKS, BELIEVING ALREADY IS AND ALREADY, ONE SEES THROUGH VISUALIZATION!

The Laws of the Universe or Natural Laws will serve both good and evil purposes. This is left to the free will of everyone of us! Yet, every Truly Perfect Knowledge, having been brought to Conscious Memory through application of this Most Scientific Law of Knowing and Seeing and in full harmony with the Creative Method proposed by me, will manifest Perfect Love towards All and will bring no Evil!

The object-knowledge obtained through this Law will surely lead to perfect Carrying Out of one’s purpose of seeking it.

I have to make a fact here explicit in regards with the field of scientific technological knowledge.

The knowledge obtained will duly be perfect, enabling the carrying out of one’s purpose. The product will perfectly carry out its function(s) yet the inventor will be unable to explain in full details how the system works, although in general can explain! It is so because if all the elements composing his system were to be explained, it would be necessary for him to have attained the End of the Adventure as a Fundamental Philosopher. This because, to explain one element in all fullness will need explaining another element or other elements linked to the previous element, and so on, in such a manner that to fully explain one, one would need to explain another, and explaining this another will require explaining another, moving thus from effect to cause, cause becoming effect of another cause… All things being linked together forming One Wholly Unified System, to fully explain one will require explaining this Whole System! Only a Divine Sage can accomplish this!

Let the inventor, therefore, suffice himself with the Perfection of his invention, understanding how it functions in general rather than in all details!
With these words, I put an end to my writing!

PS: Many, due especially to “The Most Scientific Law Of Knowing and Seeing, The Key to Constant Perfect Creativity In All Professional Fields and All Ways Of Life”, may demand proof of its unfailing Success from me! To these I will say, most beloved brethren, I have nothing to prove to you and everything to myself!

With Infinite Love

Walter Wilson

The Fundamental Philosopher
Annex 1

Brief Presentation of the Other Auxiliaries of Fundamental Philosophy

1- The Opportunistic Philosophy

After deep pondering, I formulated this life philosophy in brief as follows: “There is nothing, no event whatsoever Evil or Unhappy that bears not in it at least one Good thing as a disguised opportunity. However there is nothing truly Good that bears anything Evil in it”.

I could say more about this life principle, yet let these words suffice!

2- Life by The Second

This, I summarized as follows: “There are about 31 536 000 seconds in a year. Each second should be most wisely seized as an opportunity of further growth, leading to an ever increasing self-worth”.

Let these words suffice!

3- Strategic Infinite Love, Infinite Gratefulness to Dear Brethren Lucifer, Prince of the Evil Brethren

This comes as a logical consequence of the Opportunistic Philosophy and Life by the Second.

It is generally believed that all pains, all evils, are brought about by Lucifer and His Gang. Yet if one lives by Love and Wise Common Sense, it is a fact that we ought to be grateful for all these unhappy events He brings our way. It is indeed so, but only for those who see them as stepping-stones, leading to greater heights.

Lucifer remains Evil and will so remain until God, Father, decides to destroy His personality (of Lucifer), bringing the soul to the state of raw material!
If Father, in His Perfect Love and Perfect Wisdom, still lets Lucifer run wild in his wrecking evil all wide, it surely must be for a most critically strategic purpose.

When I say “Strategic Infinite Love, Infinite Gratefulness to Dear Brethren Lucifer, Prince of the Evil Brethren”, it is in recognition of the numerous opportunities for further growth that His doings offer us!

You should know that there is nothing that happens to you (Good or Evil) that you are unworthy of! A perfectly scientific process is behind this! These events that come your way are non-else but the outcome of the usage of your free will, it matters not if you be conscious of this or not! Endure them therefore; yet strive to do away with them as soon as possible (the unhappy ones, of course)!

Know that there is not one event that takes place without Father’s permission! If you have well understood this previous statement, then you must probably have inferred that it is only His “permission” that is required! Hence, if Father gives His “OK” for an event to take place in your life, it is not forcibly because it conforms to His Perfect Will for you that He allows it. No! Else, tell me, why do you have your free will? Father may just say “Well, I allow that it so be!” just because it is in full conformity to your own will; will that you have manifested through your free-will!

I end here, this discussion is not for today!

4- Simple Body, Simple Soul; Complex Body, Complex Soul

If God is Living and all Natural Things were made by Him, then obviously Everything Lives, one way or the other. He, being the One sustaining their Life; Life that He is!

This assertion can be made only pertaining to God and to His Creation, man and his creations are excluded!

I came to recognize that God lives in Everything and therefore Everything is a Manifestation of God (God through His Creation).
It is while bringing this principle down to the planes of human activities that I formulated the “Simple Body, Simple Soul; Complex Body, Complex Soul” pragmatic theory as a deduction from my cogitation of how all Natural things are Living (beings) irrespective of their shape (body).

4.1- Simple Body, Simple Soul

Any product made from only one raw material is a Simple Body. Because this raw material is a Simple Body housing a Living Being, then this Living Being is a Simple Soul.

E.g.: You make a sandal out of rubber and rubber only. This sandal is a Simple Body. Because it is a Simply Body, it bears in it a Simple Soul.

4.1- Complex Body, Complex Soul

Any product made of several raw materials (at least two) is a Complex Body (resulting from the union of Simple Bodies). Because it is a Complex Body, it is home to a Complex Soul (resulting from the union of Simple Souls), or if you prefer you may also say Aggregate Soul.

E.g.: There is nearly an infinity of examples because the greater part of men’s products are of this category. For example, I could cite your mobile phone, your motorbike, your car, your computer, a robot…

That is why it is very welcome to give a name to your properties, especially those you very frequently use. Give your car a name for instance, a personal name. Talk to your car as if speaking to someone, strive to talk to it with kindness, compassion and express to it your immense gratefulness for having it. Treat it with Love! You will come to recognize in some time, because you’ll perceive it, that your car is living. It will begin to communicate with you in a language that you’ll perceive easily enough. This because the synchronicity between you two will have become greater and even greater as you pursue this relationship.
Just before closing this segment, do you know which of existing Complex Bodies is the most Complex of them all? Very well, it’s the human body! There is no machine as complex as your body! Imagine then, how much bliss you could derive from a harmonious relationship with your body! Yeah, you may have deduced that I was on my way to reminding that seeing the human body is a Complex Body, it follows that it of has a Complex Soul! Indeed, your body has its own personality, one totally different from yours. You may give it a personal name and have fun communicating with it! I must however, precise that your body is submitted to you and not you submitted to your body, so it has been granted you to influence it as you wish. Unfortunately, many of us have submitted ourselves to it and this until we turn the table around. For example, I call my body “MB”, and usually, when it tends to act contrarily to how I see fit, I commence negotiations with it that it may conform itself to my desire, otherwise I give it a firm order and it works, usually! During this month of April 2012, MB became 23 years old and I was telling it that behold today it is 23 years old, wishing it happy birthday and expressing my infinite gratefulness to it for the quality of its functioning till date nearly without breakdowns! I reminded it that although it be 23 today, I, I am N + 23! We both laughed merrily!

To sum all up as to this auxiliary, what is most important is to come to understand that when treating everything with Love, knowing that all lives, one comes to grow in Love too!

5- On Attaining Strategic Mastery over the Mind

Remaining concentrated in Father requires monumental mastery over thoughts. When striving to remain firmly focused in Father, I found myself obliged to develop techniques through which to fool the mind. It became a flagrant Necessity and I applied myself to the task very flagrantly too.

My method is in two or three phases (it will be three for most of us, as it was in my case).
**Phase 1**: When a thought reaches you, do not neglect it! Grab it firmly, then evaluate it in a very personally critical manner. If after evaluation, it shows itself conform to your life philosophy, accept it; otherwise reject it! And of course, it is rejecting it that’ll pose as a serious problem, because there are of these thoughts that are super-stubborn in nature! As for me, this is what I did, that I still do seldomly: I tell the thought, with vehement inner authority, in a brute manner “Get Lost!” If it persists, I pursue my dialogue with it with more details, “I tell you, Get Lost! Why are you bent on remaining stubborn, do you fail to see that you are in no manner compatible to my life philosophy, you are totally incompatible to it! I tell you again Get Lost! You are not welcome here! If you persist, you will constrain me to use an invincible arm against you!”. Two possibilities: either it gets lost, then disappears, or it persists in troubling one’s attention with increased rage! The second possibility is that which will be in nearly all cases. I am nearly certain that so will it be for us all! Upon attaining this stage, move to Phase 2.

**Phase 2**

Congratulations, you have arrived at Phase 2, rejoice thereof! You ask yourself probably, why? Well, simply because you are moving to a higher level of mastery over thoughts! Of course! Yeah, you will verily come to see why!

At Phase 1, you were rude and savage to thoughts that you detected contrary to your life philosophy. Now, it will be the reverse! You will maintain the same vehemence but this time without rage, without being rude in words, ceasing all activities of diplomatic rejection! You will operate what I have come to call “Mental Redirecting”. It is the weapon of Phase 2!

For this purpose, first breathe deeply in order to attain a certain level of inner calm, then start reciting the following formula as a mantra: “Father, I thank You!” Repeat it calmly again and again until you note that the super-stubborn thought has disappeared by itself! You may even whisper it outwardly, and if you risk disturbing no one, cry it out loud!
By doing this, I mean by reciting this formula, you invoke God-Father directly to your aid by so ferociously focusing yourself on Him; and the fact that it be sincere grants success to this invocation; the super-stubborn thought withdrawing by itself! Let me explain why, for as I have already said I prefer knowledge well understood (because duly explained and perceived) to simple faith in the reality of this knowledge. Well, the sincere invocation of God, however one chooses to call Him, unclenches an energetic spiritual phenomenon in oneself and around oneself, repulsing very far away from one all these thoughts contrary to the Reality of what Father Is. It has been said that the simple sincere evocation of the word “God”, of course God-Father, triggers an atmosphere magnetically energetic, vibrating at an intensity of 145 000 000 000 times! Imagine therefore the quality of such an energetic field, nothing compares to it! Imagine yourself in a very large hall where upon shouting some word, you hear your voice echo several times all around the hall! Can you feel the effect? I hope yes! Now imagine yourself in the same hall crying the word “God” with all your being, and this time imagine yourself on a physical plane hearing the word reverberate audibly in your ears 145 000 000 000 times at once! Are you able to perceive the difference in quality of this imaginary experimentation with the one you previously carried out? In such a sphere of energy where vibrate Divine Waves, there is no place for any other wave different in nature to these!

If you succeed in this operation, no more efforts to make, the thought disappears! But be wary, it could from far distance be watching you in order to come back with increased rage upon noticing that you no longer are in that Divine Atmosphere you invoked! Panic not, you only have to invoke it anew! Actually, it is by invoking it again and again that one ends up making it a habit! And hence, seeing it is much more a matter of quality than that of the number of repetition, the moment will come when only one invocation will do!

As soon as you notice you have mastered this Phase 2, move to Phase 3.
**Phase 3**

Having mastered the technique of Phase 2 means you have now accumulated the required energy to apply the technique of this Phase 3. It is the Ultimate Phase of this method.

I have come to call the technique of this Phase “Mental Ignorance”. By this expression, understand the fact of being capable of ignoring unwelcome thoughts and this as if automatically! An illustration will serve well as clarification: A thought comes to your mind. You see it. Without even analyzing it, you intuitively perceive that it is not welcome. It tries to draw your attention with fury as if saying “Hey, what, don’t you see me? Why do you tarry to focus your attention on me?” But you, you just OBSERVE it, and without one application of the technique of Phase 2, you simply IGNORE it. Can you see the peculiarity of this Phase 3!

Do you see the difference? Formerly, you’d have delved into rejecting it, but now, you just don’t care about it, you just leave it there ranting all it has! It’s just as if someone came knocking at your door. You see the person, the person sees you also, but you refuse to open the door to this person. The person keeps knocking with climbing intensity. But you ignore the person! While the person thinks that his knocking on the door draws your attention and troubles you, he fails to see that for you, he isn’t even there! For you, it’s just as if no one were at the door. He could spend all his time knocking with all his strength, until wearied, he decides to go away wondering what kind of person you are!

Take the person knocking for the unwelcome thought; and you, as the person that totally ignores his presence!

I hope you now understand!

Acting in this manner, having reached this stage, you will come to know that you have attained a well superior degree of Mastery over Self! Also, probably, you will fail to recognize that you have reached an increased spiritual quality! Examine yourself and you will come to find out that you are more a Master of yourself, you have more control over
your base instincts purely animal in nature, you master at a greater scale your mental sphere (thoughts related) and you have the strong impression of being the Master of your life!

I must precise that thoughts come from diverse sources that I may divide into two fundamental groups totally contrary to each other! They are thoughts from Divine Sources (God and all other Perfect Beings) and Thoughts from Non Divine Sources (so Imperfect Sources, going from Relative Imperfect Good to Perfect Evil)!

The origin of thoughts may be manifest or non-manifest beings (human or non-human: Divine Spirits, common human spirits, elemental beings, demons, devils...).

What is important to retain (in part) is that you also are a source of thoughts; thoughts that you yourself influence yourself thereby, thoughts that reach out to other beings even as you also receive of their thoughts! Pay therefore keen attention to your thoughts for they greatly influence others phenomenally!

As for the Fundamental Philosopher, he must strive to see that the state of mind induced by the application of the technique of Phase 3 becomes natural to him! Otherwise impossible to go far in his Adventure, venturing further will be impossible!

6- On the Necessity of the Non Consumption of Flesh

After having come to know the Truth (the Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy) at a certain level of living as a Fundamental Philosopher, it became Necessary to conform my nutritional pattern to that in harmony with It.

I was still an avowed flesh eater, avowed lover of the delicacies of the flesh-based diet, I really loved eating meat in particular.

Earlier on, I had heard about vegetarianism but had always discarded it quickly, calling it “senseless”, saying “If flesh were not to be eaten, why did God create animals?”
Out of caution, I ceased consuming flesh and eggs immediately. I wanted to understand clearly (personally), and so directing myself to God, I’d say “Father, I want to clearly understand why flesh eating is contrary to my Path of Life as a Fundamental Philosopher. Thanks!”. Days passed, yet I remained extremely constant in my expectation of explanations, usually gazing into the sky from our terrace.

One evening, I was on my way to buy some fruits somewhere close by, and was nearing this mango tree in our street that I have passed by countless times without paying any special attention to it, then I felt this strong feeling to slow my pace. It then was as if a voice were speaking in my ears, telling me to slow down. I did. Then it began to speak in a tone very calm but strong “Look at this mango tree, observe it!” I observed and noticed it had mangoes yet to be ripe. “Look under the tree!” I looked and saw hens and their chicks. “Back to the mango tree!” I refocused on the mango tree itself. “What would happen to these mangoes if when ripe, they are not picked?”. They will become overripe, and no longer edible will be thrown away. “Then, they sort of die!”. Indeed! “Look at those hens and their chicks!” I refocused my attention on them. “If nothing happens to these, no fatal illness, no fatal accident, no killing, they would live to their full life span, just like human beings. These, being souls just as human beings also are, have need of life experiences just as human beings do, in order to mature. They must not be killed for food! He who kills them for food and he who eats of them, is guilty of shortening the life experiences of these souls!”. Then it ceased. I had fully understood!

Fruits and vegetables are meant to be eaten, as long as they be edible; otherwise they rot and die, perish! Men should feed themselves of these, whose fundamental purpose of existence is to serve as food for mankind! Animals are not meant for food, because if left to live, they are liable of living to their full life span like human beings. Therefore, they should not be eaten! He who kills (for food) and he who eats of them is guilty before these souls and Divine Justice!

I recalled that in the Books of the Torah (the Bible), in Leviticus 17: 10-14, where Moses was relating the Laws of God concerning the “Sanctity of Blood” after having previously spoken about animals to be eaten and those not to be eaten, said that one should not eat of their blood (of course those allowed to be eaten) because in their
blood is their Life. [These are one of those Bible passages that I cite as proof that God, Truth is not to be found in the Bible and that at most, only traces of Him are liable to be found in it owing to the fact that the sayings themselves are contrary to that which it exhorts as practice].

I observed from memory that, no matter how much meat is to be washed (or dressed as otherwise said), there is no way to extract all its blood and every trace of it. Take a piece of flesh (meat for instance), wash it as many times as you wish in water, you will surely always find traces of blood in the water no matter how many times you wash it.

If therefore, the life is in the blood and the blood flows in all the body bringing and sustaining life, then surely, it is impossible to eat of the flesh without eating of the blood. Hence, to eat flesh, is to eat blood!

Dear Moses received the Law yet failed to understand it and I am certain that if God, Father, ever passed such Laws to Moses, indeed, it must have been as a trial of the strength of his intellectual abilities on the ground of Ethical Love! Moses failed to perceive the subtle contradiction between the Law he received from Father concerning the consumption of animals and the non-consumption of their blood.

Yet, was it not the same Moses that received the Tablets of the 10 Commandments from Father upon the so-called Holy blazing Mountain; commandments among which it was said “Thou shall not kill!”? Notice that it says not “Thou shall not kill men” but “Thou shall not kill” implying that this is a general law applying to all forms of life!

I have ceased since that fortunate eve to consume any flesh (never) nor whatsoever it has been immersed into (save a very few number of times and now no more) nor any flesh related product in general! I recommenced eating eggs, they are not of the flesh category; and whosoever has followed me keenly can clearly see why.
Many individuals become vegetarians fully or temporarily for health purposes or body regime out of love for the welfare of their body or for strict medical reasons! This is good!

The ideal would be to turn to this diet out of Infinite Love for animals foremostly! As for me, I have repented and sincerely demanded forgiveness from all these in whose killing I have participated!

Now I live in a state of Infinite Love towards them all! This Love so makes it that never does flesh consumption tempt me!

I prefer considering myself a “Non-consumer of flesh” than a “Vegetarian”. The quality of the sound of the former and the profound meaning it evokes, sounds more interesting to me!

No offense to those yet to be in this same nutritional pattern as me. No! When their conscience will come to no longer tolerate the crime of their nutritional pattern, they’ll do away with it. I perfectly respect the free will of all, even as Father does!

7- The Tree Of Knowledge

One day, while remaining as usual strongly focused on Father, the image of a Tree with an infinity of branches, stems and leaves came to my mind. I just intuitively said to myself that this must be the Tree of Knowledge. Each branch symbolizes a field of Knowledge and each stem with its leave, a particular division of this field. I then thought and said that if my purpose were to attain all Knowledge indeed, this means that it will be required that I painstakingly study most diligently, each leave of this Tree until appropriating all the Knowledge it has to offer, moving from leave to leave; such should be the first possibility to reach me. I heartily laughed at the thought, mocking it! This will require an infinite existence also; whereas, this purpose must be attained in this lifetime!

I then said to myself that if Father be the Source of all Knowledge, knowing that every tree has its source, its root, then the wisest act would be to dig until one reaches the
root, then fill oneself totally of it! God, Father (being hence the Root of all Knowledge), then it’s best to begin digging into the “Ground” with one’s fingers, however painful it be, going from depth to depth until one reaches this Father-Root, fills oneself of Him and then one would become Full of the Knowledge of All Things, shortening so enormously one’s Quest of All Knowledge!

Grosso modo, behold the Tree of Knowledge!
Annex 2

Opinion on divers topics judged well sensible by many

1- Concerning couples-related problems

The origin of couple-related problems lies in religious beliefs so unintelligently enforced as the Divine norm! Error! They are nothing but moral rules of men. And it should be well known that moral norms are in general hardly in harmony with Divine Ethics due to the grand Ignorance of men about Them. I judge totally contrary to Divine Ethics the forbidding of cohabitation before marriage. It totally lacks Wisdom in nearly all cases and though they say it be to prevent “sins”, those that impose it without critical examination commit a greater crime! By avoiding that sins be committed, they cause even more, causing hence greater evil! I ask of you that you examine this for yourselves and you will find out that if you want to get to know as much as possible the true personality of your partner, it’d be obviously necessary to observe him as closely as possible and as continually as possible. Otherwise, how can you say if the person be not fooling you, making you believe what he is not, pure hypocrisy? Under a common roof, you’ll have more chances of evaluating him, judging the conformity of his words and acts! He’ll be unable to hide his true personality from you for you will see it manifest itself distinctly through his acts, unconscious acts!

You may now perceive why the rate of divorce is so high on a global level!

While pondering over these divers problems of couples from the viewpoint of Wisdom, I came to perceive that the primordial factor of failure of couple relationships is one well more profound than the former! It has to do with the compatibility of the life philosophy of each party! On this ground, I came to define the following relational psychotypes (as per couples):
• The “++ --” psychotype

By “- -“, understand “Totally Incompatible to ++”!

In such a relational psychotype, the life philosophy of one is totally contrary to the life philosophy of the other. The two philosophies have nothing in common!

Such a relationship, is most logically, destined to fall apart, with an utmost margin of accuracy of prediction, and this at a very short term!

I admit that such cases must be extremely rare!

• The “++ -+” psychotype

By “- +”, understand “Partly Compatible to ++”!

I am certain that this is the psychotype of most relationships (of course that of the nature of our discussion here, couples)! The life philosophy of one is in part compatible to that of the other. That allows one to logically infer the existence of a certain number of points common to the two philosophies.

There are risks, threats, very potential risks; and because we prefer to lack Wisdom by indolence, refusing to apply oneself to the undertaking of a critical analysis of our situation, in a strategic manner, one begins lurking at the defects of the other and then crisis begin!

It is better to concentrate on the common points of the philosophy of one and that of the other, making it a strength, a sure foundation, and progress on this basis. Generally, in such cases, one will note that the life philosophy of one is more sound in Wisdom than that of the other. However, risks remain existent and frequently, that are linked to the fact that one of the two individuals (the one whose life philosophy is less sound in Wisdom) fails to even try to upgrade himself or herself, upgrading his or her own life philosophy, that it may be more in the likeness of that of the other that is Wiser (at least), well more weighty in terms of results (from the standpoint of the welfare of the couple and their
household), this kind of couples tend very strongly to end up in a divorce in a medium or long time range!

This sort of relationships are much well worth trying, if and only if it is well probable, judging from an analysis of factual potentials, especially on the part of the person whose life philosophy is Wiser, that the other partner is promising in terms of personal development! I mean, if the individual has a strong tendency to unceasingly striving to upgrade himself or herself!

- The “++ ++“ psychotype

You must have inferred that this is the ideal! The two partners have exactly the same life philosophy, the same life purposes! Their harmony, synergy, synchronicity, are so enormous, that they so perfectly comprehend themselves even without a word! One commences a sentence and the other knows intuitively where the former is heading! They pursue their growth in Wisdom together, uniting more and more and attaining ever-increasing degrees of bliss. Their life as a couple glows of bright colors and its beauty is manifestly and grandly unspeakable!

The sole threat here, and I should mention this, is that of one partner, during the course of their common evolution, decides out of his or her free-will, to adopt a new philosophy, more or less contrary to the other! This threat is very minimal! Yet if it so happens, it brings them down to Psychotype 2 or worse, Psychotype 1.

It is Necessary that I also point out that it is very possible that a couple relationship of type Psychotype 2 transforms itself into one of the type of Psychotype 3.

*Note*: The sad thing with men is that due to their indolence, few of them are capable of taking the time to examine themselves in order to come to define their life philosophy. Therefore, when interrogated towards this end, many would say nonchalantly “My Life Philosophy!!?? Do I have one? And besides, what do I know about it?” The clear and veritable answer is that everyone has his or her own Life Philosophy even if one seems to know nothing precise about it! For the profound observer, defining the Life
Philosophy of someone is an easy task! It is sufficient to pay keen attention, and critically, to the thoughts of the person through his or her words and acts! Even simpler, just ask the person to tell you about him or herself without letting him know the purpose of the question; otherwise, many may switch personality, setting you on a false route! Men are actors. It is most Natural to them, and among us all humans, women have a greater advantage in this regard!

- The sexual aspect of Man

I’d avoid proceeding to a scientifico-logical demonstration of the crime of religions concerning what they call “Fornication”. Yes, from the viewpoint of Divine Ethics, there is such a sin as this, but rest assured that it is as usual totally contrary to how religions in general, define it!

I’d just say that the sexual aspect is inherent to Man and is the manifestation of his basic animal aspect! Many are incapable of resisting this natural aspect that they submit themselves to it and go doing just like cocks! Man is in part an animal, it is well understandable that it be like this! Before becoming a human being, a human being as defined by his physical distinctions, he was once an animal! Logically, it is comprehensible that he manifests such instinctive behaviors similarly to animals. Just one thing, he has to strive to cease being under their submission (submission to these instincts)! He should come to find a way of acting in a manner towards them, in order to master, at least sufficiently, this aspect of himself!

Actually “fornication” is nothing else but the immoderate undertaking of sexual relationships void of every trace of Love and founded on the quest of an egoistic satisfaction of ones desires and personal pleasures; this way, the other is non else but a means of satisfying one’s own sexual cravings! It is contrary to Love! It is a capital crime against oneself, then towards the other, it’s a sin! And is sin, all that is contrary to Love; Love that we know characterizes itself by sincere concentration on the happiness of the other, devoid of every trace of egoism, caring, tender! Your happiness will come consequently to that of the other!
Therefore, the sexual aspect of Love is nothing else but a Natural act of synergy of two bodies uniting in a tender mental atmosphere, tinctured of Pure Intentions (no egoism) and reciprocal Love. It’s Ideally like this! People have no need to be married to experience such Natural Bliss! Every other is sinful and the threats in terms of influence of one’s well being is enormous!

Before undertaking any sexual intercourse with anyone, take the time, I pray you, to observe the other person in order to ascertain a certain level of morality in this person. Rushing into immediate satisfaction of one’s pressing sexual impulses with someone unknown is a cause of various sorrows in the life of many! Actually, during a sexual intercourse, not only bodies merge but also the inner energies of the individuals. At the same time the bodies merge, the energies also merge and there is this phenomenon that I call “Summing-Balancing” that takes place at the unawareness of the two participants! This means that the energies of these individuals, no matter their Ethical qualities are summed then divided into two equal homogeneous parts, that each one of the two receive in equal quantity and quality! If your partner is of sound Ethical qualities, very well; otherwise, VERY WELL too! After all, you’d be satisfied with your having satisfied your sexual impulses, isn’t it? !!! Pathetic creature, do you now see how you take unintelligent risks liable to soiling your destiny, bringing you so much sadness that you know not where they’re from! Well, here’s one source!

Men generally know nothing of what Love is! Today you fall in love with person A, then afterwards (however the time-span), you find out you are no longer in love with A. You break up with him, just to fall in love with B, and again, only to find out subsequently that you no longer are in love with B. Then, the cycle repeats itself all again! And however indolent, pathetic, unintelligent (it matters in no way whether you have all the PhDs in the world), you fail to question yourself seriously and reconsider this ever fleeting sentiment you call “Love”. It is love, truly, no doubts, but a FALSE one! The True Love is purely Natural, it is in no wise different in nature from the Love you have for Nature, if it so be you Love Nature!
In all truth, the true Love is that more or less similar to Divine Love! Tell me, does God fall in love? Obviously, no! He is just Loving, He is always in a state of Love! An Infinite Love for all His Creation and mankind particularly, no matter what they do of their free will, no matter what they think of Him or do to His Creatures!

I hope you have well understood. One should never fall in love but rather, always be in a state of Unconditional Love! And were one to fall in love, the ideal is to authentically fall in Love with God! If you are in Love with God, then no doubts, you will Love all His Creatures! And if you claim of yourself that you Love God and yet manifest hatred towards any of His Creatures (even Lucifer or Satan or whoever else, whatever your reasons), then you are fooling yourself, your Love is not True, hence null in Authenticity!

The more you aspire to becoming Divine Love like Father, striving to develop it Naturally, merging it with the Divine Wisdom that Father progressively shares with you, the more you will grow in Love! Having come to the End of the Adventure as a Fundamental Philosopher, you will become Perfect Divine Love like Father!

I am still yet to be Perfect, so it logically follows that my Love is forcibly imperfect, for Perfect Love requires Perfect Wisdom! I can however say that I live in a state of Infinite Love, Loving All Infinitely! It is therefore impossible that I fall in love with anyone, simply because I am always in a state of Infinite Love towards All! My Love for a human being, for instance, is in no wise different from my Love for a tree! Yet, there is an exception! My Love for that lady that will become my spouse is forcibly different! Why! Because, you see, my Love is equal towards All, and it is a unitary Love! You may be questioning yourself saying, what, is he delirious or what? No, in no way my dear brethren! You see, an Ideal Spouse, according to me, is the sum of three persons in one. Talking about persons, evoke personalities!

An Ideal Spouse = Sister (From the Universal viewpoint, since we are all Children of God) + Mother (she stands as a second mother, from the mundane viewpoint)
Companion (she is your life partner, so more than a friend, sharing ideally the same Life Philosophy as you or something well close!)

I hope you understand this now clearly! Know that it is only a matter of status! Love should be without dependencies (save on God), no matter its nature!

Consistent efforts and immense battles were required of me in order to become all that I am now and what I am becoming more and more: an individual striving to show himself Perfect in all things, just as His Father Is. Jesus said “Be ye perfect even as your Father in Heaven is Perfect!”. More than two years ago, I’d ponder over this saying, how can this be! I had striven enormously to be perfect in Love but had failed ceaselessly! Today, not only do I know it is a Reality Accomplishable but also do I know the process to attain Total Divine Perfection; and this thanks to the Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy that I spent years seeking until Father judged me ready for it!

Father, I am Infinitely Grateful to You for all, Infinitely Grateful!

Ps: If you are well interested in knowing the Fundamental Spiritual Philosophy, visit the website www.swami-center.org

Contacts: (00229) 96 18 59 29 Email: walter4all_5@yahoo.fr
“UNITY IS YOUR ORIGIN
THE RETURN TO UNITY IS YOUR DESTINY
THE BRAIN SHOWS THE WAY BACK
BUT THE HEART IS THE KEY TO EACH STAGE”

- Jean Dubuis